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Beverly Hills Cosmetic Surgery Extraordinaire
By George Bitar M.D., Board Certified Plastic Surgeon
Beverly Hills ... synonymous with upscale shopping on Rodeo Drive, Hollywood stars, La Dolce Vita, and, of
course, cosmetic surgery! Cosmetic surgery in Beverly Hills is colorful, entertaining and at a high standard,
which is why I choose to go train with the best in Beverly Hills and bring the latest techniques to Northern
Virginia.
Dr. Ellenbogen, my friend and Beverly Hills' plastic surgeon to the stars, has shared with me in the operating
room his secret to the beautiful naturally looking facelift. He combines the "Beverly Hills" facelift with fat
injections for facial contouring, a great combination that gives youth and vitality to the face. The Beverly Hills
facelift is a less invasive facelift with a quick bounce-back to everyday activity and work, and excellent natural
results – not that "done" look that can be spotted way across a crowded room! Billy Crystal said it best, " It's not
how you feel, its how you look, Baby!"
Botox is the not-so-new-anymore miracle cure for wrinkles. It is used to get
rid of wrinkles around the eyes and the forehead. The "Beverly Hills" Botox
technique is a simple but powerful one. Anyone can do Botox, but show biz
people want wrinkles removed without losing their facial expression and
identity ... That's what separates the men from the boys and combines the
art and the science of administering Botox - to hell with growing old
gracefully!
Breast implants are huge in Beverly Hills - no pun intended. Very good results
are not good enough; actresses and playboy playmates expect perfection in
their bikinis with invisible scars. Breast implants are done through the armpit
with a small scar that is unnoticeable. Liposuction is big too, to get those unwanted bulges "ironed out" and
enhance the physique worked on at the gym or on the beach to perfection such as a six-pack abdomen by
liposuction.
They say out in L.A. you're as good as your last film ... in Beverly Hills, your cosmetic surgeon has a lot to do
with how your last film, last modeling assignment, or last photo shoot went, so champagne wishes, caviar
dreams, and whatever you do ... Don't get stopped in Beverly Hills without the number of a cosmetic surgeon on
your speed dial!
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